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25 Years
(1988-2013)
Providing Family Preservation Resources for
Adoptive, Foster, and Kinship Families

25 Years
Establishing Stable Permanent Homes for
Neglected and Abused Children

I received a call from a single mom in Philadelphia on a Monday
late in December. She said that she had been laid off from her
job and had nothing to give her 11 year old son (adopted) for
Christmas. She had called DHS and DHS suggested that she call
TAP. I asked her if she drove and she said no. I asked her if she
could get to the Gallery. She said yes her brother could bring her.
I told her to meet me at the Gallery in the food court on Thursday
at 3:30pm.
TAP put together two big bags of toys and games, 3 new hoodie
sweatshirts, and a pair of new Jordan sneakers for her son. I
caught the train to Market East, met her and her son and give her
his Christmas gifts from TAP. You should have seen her face.
She was SO happy and appreciative. Her son could not stop
smiling. A few days after Christmas I received a call from this
mom. She said that she will never forget the kindness that we
had shown to her family.
This is just one example of the “to many to count” supports that
we provide to Resource families.

In 1988 25 years ago my husband and I were asked to attend a
meeting at Tabor Children Services. Tabor wanted to start a
support group. Since we at that time were the only family that had
a computer in their home we volunteered to lead the group. A few
years after that we changed our name to Together as Adoptive
Parents, Inc and the rest is history.
Some of our original members are still members, and other

families have been member of TAP for 10 or 15 years. The youth that started attending when they were
toddlers now work in our childcare program.
As one of members said “We are not just a group , we are a family”
There are two people that I would like to thank because without them TAP would not be here. I would like
to thank my friend and board president Andrea Bryan. Andrea and her husband Bill adopted a sibling
group of 3. They are now adults. You do not see Andrea as much as you did in the early days because
she has had some health problems and she is raising her two grandchildren. But she has been part of
TAP from the beginning. Thank you Andrea.
I would like to thank my husband Derek. Without his support and computer knowledge there would be no
TAP or Taplink. He is the brains behind Taplink. We have not received any funding for Taplink in years.
Because he knows how important Taplink is to families and agencies across the state he spends his
weekends updating and adding resources to Taplink. We have been married 35 years, 25 of those years
he has been my right hand man. Thank you Hon.
Phyllis J. Stevens

Common Myths About The Education Rights of
Children in Foster Care
MYTH: Children in foster care or group homes whose parents live in another district can’t go to school
where they live.
Fact: Children in foster care or group homes can attend school where they live, even if their birth parents
live elsewhere. The district in which the children live must educate them, and must treat them as if they
were residents of that district. Since the district cannot treat children in foster care or group homes differently than children who live with their parents, it cannot, for example, require a foster agency to disclose
the reason for a child’s placement as a condition of enrollment or school assignment, and it cannot require
that all foster children attend an alternative school program.
MYTH: Confidentiality laws prohibit the transfer of school records without parental consent, so a foster
care agency must get the birth parent’s signed consent to release the old school records before the child’s
records can be sent to the new school district.
FACT: Parental consent is not necessary for school records to be transferred to a new school,
school district, or intermediate unit where a student seeks to enroll. The new district can obtain the student’s records directly from the school(s) previously attended without the written consent of the birth parent, and the old district must send those records within 10 business days of receiving the request from the
new district.
MYTH: The new school district does not have to enroll a child until it receives the old school records.
FACT: A school district CANNOT refuse to enroll a child until the student ’s old school records have
arrived. In fact, school districts, Intermediate Units (IUs), and charter schools can only require, as a condition of enrollment, proof of the child’s age, immunization, residency (placement in a home in the district),
and a sworn statement of the child’s disciplinary record. All other documents in the child’s school record
(like an IEP) can and should be obtained from the old school but, in the meantime, the child must be allowed to enroll in and attend the new school.
MYTH: New proof of age and immunization records must be provided every time a student enters a new
school or district.
FACT: Both proof of age and proof of immunizations are required for enrollment and should be included in school records that can be obtained by one school entity from another without the consent of
the birth parents. To speed things up, the new district can contact the old district or medical provider

to “ascertain” that the child has been immunized. Then the student can be enrolled immediately, and the
written record can be sent afterwards.

MYTH: Only the birth parent can sign the Sworn Statement that asks whether the child has
been suspended or expelled for a weapons, alcohol or drug offense, or for violence committed on
school property. The Sworn Statement must be submitted before a student can be admitted to a
district.
FACT: The Sworn Statement must be signed and returned before a student can be admitted to a new
district. The Statement can be signed by a parent, guardian, or other person registering a student for admission to any public school entity. Thus, a foster parent or caseworker who is seeking to enroll a
student can sign the Statement. If you are asked to sign but do not know whether the child has been suspended or expelled for one of these reasons, you can say “to the best of my knowledge” on the form.

MYTH: A new district can refuse to enroll a student who has been expelled from another district.
FACT: A district may not refuse to educate a student because she was expelled by the previous district.
The exception is when the student has been expelled for possession of a weapon. In that case, the new
school district may refuse to place that student in its regular education program for the remainder of the
expulsion. However, if the student is under 17, the new district must provide some form of alternative education for the student. Moreover, if the student has an identified disability, the student must receive an
appropriate special education program from the district that allows progress on IEP goals.
MYTH: A student’s IEP is no longer valid after that student has transferred into a new district, and we
have to start from scratch to develop a new one.
FACT: If a special education student transfers to a new district, charter school, or preschool Early Intervention Agency, the new school must provide the student with comparable services to those laid out in the
Individualized Education Program (IEP) from the old school. (This rule applies even if that IEP was written
by a school in another state.) The fact that implementing the old IEP would impose some additional expense on the new district is not an excuse for refusing to follow it. If the district believes that the services
in the old IEP are inappropriate or unnecessary, it may only change the program of services if the parent
or surrogate parent agrees to a new plan or a hearing officer orders the change.
MYTH(s): Foster children with disabilities never require “surrogate parents” because their caseworker
can give the necessary consents; only schools can appoint surrogate parents; and schools can take as
long as they want to appoint a surrogate parent for a child.
FACT(s): School districts, charter schools, and preschool early intervention agencies must appoint qualified “surrogate parents” for children with disabilities when: the birth/adoptive parents are dead or parental
rights have been terminated or the birth/adoptive parent cannot be located. If a surrogate parent is needed, the district (or charter school or IU) should appoint a surrogate parent within 30 days. The juvenile
judge overseeing the child’s case also has the power to appoint a surrogate parent in some situations.
The judge’s surrogate will “trump” the school district’s surrogate (that is, the school has to follow the judge
-appointed surrogate’s decisions). Neither the education nor the foster care agency (both public and private) staff can serve as surrogate parents or make special education decisions for children in their care.
Prepared by: Education Law Center (Rev7/08)

TAP Dates to Remember
January 26th

“Caregivers need Care Too”
Training at 1515 Market St, Philadelphia 8:30am to 12:30

February 9th

“Mental Health Disorders in Foster Children”
Training at 1515 Market St, Philadelphia 8:30am to 12:30

February 16th

Support Meeting
Faith & Love Center Church 8030 Thouron Ave, Philadelphia
10:00 to 12:30

March 9th

“Adoption Subsidy and Tax Credits”
Training at 1515 Market St, Philadelphia 8:30am to 12:30

March 16th

Support Meeting
Faith & Love Center Church 8030 Thouron Ave, Philadelphia
10:00 to 12:30

April 13th

“Kinship”
Training at 1515 Market St, Philadelphia 8:30am to 12:30

April 20th

Support Meeting
Faith & Love Center Church 8030 Thouron Ave, Philadelphia
10:00 to 12:30

May 11th

“To be announced”
Training at 1515 Market St, Philadelphia 8:30am to 12:30

May 18th

Support Meeting
Faith & Love Center Church 8030 Thouron Ave, Philadelphia
10:00 to 12:30

June 8th

“Challenging Behaviour”
Training at 1515 Market St, Philadelphia 8:30am to 12:30

June 15th

Support Meeting
Faith & Love Center Church 8030 Thouron Ave, Philadelphia
10:00 to 12:30

June 10th– 12th

Statewide Permanency Conference
Details to be published later

July 15th

TAP’ s Annual Picnic
478 Moyer Road, Harleysville, PA
Details to be published later

The
Three
Moms

Samara (33)
Phyllis (63)
Alexandra (25)

I received a call from my oldest daughter Samara asking me if I wanted to have lunch together. I said yes
and that I would be bringing Alex her sister with me. Samara and her husband have been married for 3
years and are expecting their first child in March 2013. Alex is 25, working and attending college part time
and has a two year old. I am founder and Executive Director of a non-profit organization, 63 years old and
foster mother of a 13 month old.
If you would have asked me a year ago if I would be having lunch with my daughters and the conversation
would be all about babies I would have said that you were crazy.
My husband Derek and I started on our adoption journey in the early 80s when we adopted our Samara
at the age of 17 months. A couple years later we adopted our son Josh at 13 months, a few years after
that we adopted our another son at the age of 4 and a couple years after that we adopted Alex at the age
of 3.
Needless to say that after 35 years of marriage and almost an empty nest I did not expect to be changing
diapers, making bottles at 3 in the morning and talking about babies over lunch with my daughters.
I told my daughters that the hardest thing for me to get use to is that I can’t assume that any of the clothes
that I wear are clean even if I have only worn it one time. I have gone to meetings with food on my sweater and/or skirt and throw-up in my hair.
I guess that still is not as embarrassing as when I was running late for one of my meetings. I arrived late
and was trying to hurry. I registered, picked up my folder and name tag, stopped by the refreshment table,
cut a bagel in half put cream cheese on my half, placed the paper plate with the bagel on it on top of my
folder and grabbed a cup of tea. I walked into the meeting and saw Pierre Cooper waving his hand pointing to a seat next to him. I quietly walked to my seat and set my registration folder down. I notice that the
paper plate that I had just set down with the folder had nothing on it. I looked down and there was the bagel stuck to my left boob. Just as I reached for it, it fell on the table and there I was standing with a ring of
cream cheese around my left boob. After that, what is a little throw-up in your hair.
I looked at my daughter who was pregnant and said “I know why ladies can’t lose weight after they have
their baby” she said “why”. I said “heavy car seats”.
When I am out all day with my little boy lugging him in and out of his car seat not to mention all the time it
takes to strap him into the thing, there is no way I’m going to stop at a “healthy” restaurant to eat. Fast
food drive drive through here I come. Now that he is in a car seat that faces forward (my youngest daughter Alex is the car seat Gestapo - she made sure he was the correct weight before allowing him to face
forward) it is even worse because now you have chest straps and in-between legs hooks to fasten and
unfasten. That quick trip to the store now takes 45 minutes.
We spent the rest of the lunch talking about the best baby bottle and what baby body washes not to use. I
finally said that maybe we should end our lunch when I looked over and saw my grandson peeing in the
flowerbed.
If you would have asked me two years ago if I would be having lunch with my daughters and all three of
us would be talking about our babies. I would have looked at you like you had two heads or something.
All in all my husband and I are having the time of our lives with this precious little boy. We love every moment of it. We had talked about selling our 5 bedroom home for something smaller. I guess God had other
plans.
Phyllis Stevens December 2012
Phyl

Depression in Teens Who Were Adopted
What Families Need to Know

Wisconsin Department of Children & Families 2012 (with permission)

Parenting teenagers can often trigger your own memories of growing up and the roller coaster ride
of emotions, drama, unpredictability, and the need to fit in. You may be realizing that being a teenager today is more complicated than ever due to the steady stream of social media in all its various forms. Now
as the parent of a teen who was adopted, your role has become even more challenging as you need to
keep in mind the extra layers of teen emotions and identity issues that come with being adopted. You
may be wondering what is considered typical teenage behavior and what requires more immediate attention. This tipsheet focuses on whether your teen may be going through a temporary phase, or instead,
may be suffering from teen depression.
According to the American Psychological Association, approximately 20 percent of teens will go
through at least one episode of teen depression by the time they graduate from high school. After age 16,
girls are significantly more likely to have depression than boys. Teen depression is wide-spread among all
teenagers. However, children who have experienced multiple losses, as many adopted children have, are
more vulnerable to depression.
How is Depression Deﬁned?
That's a good question, since depression affects teens in a wide range of levels and can happen at most
any time. Depression is generally categorized under three main types:




dysthymic disorder (mild depression)
major depressive disorder (also called clinical or unipolar depression), and
bipolar disorder (which used to be called manic depression).

As a parent, recognize that depression—no matter what form—can be disruptive to a teen and your family
and that there are professionals available to help you sort out treatment options.
Potential Risk Factors
Teen depression does not generally develop from one single occurrence—often there are several
risk factors. They’re more evident in teens who have encountered difficulties in childhood such as physical
and/or sexual abuse or having an unstable or absent caregiver. Other risk factors include:








The break-up of a romantic relationship
Hormonal changes
Being bullied at school
Substance abuse
Having a learning disorder or a family history of depression
Feelings of rejection and abandonment
Difﬁculty with self-identity
Ways to Help Your Teen with Depression

Although depression is highly treatable, experts say only 20 percent of depressed teens ever receive help, yet over 80 percent of people who are treated feel better as a result. If you have concerns, talk
with your son or daughter, share your concerns and identify some of the risk factors that you see and encourage him or her to talk about it.
General guidelines to consider:
 Offer support and reassurance: Communicate that you are here for them no matter what and








that you love them unconditionally.
Try not to ask too many questions but make it clear that you want to see them get the help they
need.
Be gentle but persistent: Try not to force the issue but don't give up if your teens shut down
when you try and talk with them. They will not necessarily feel comfortable admitting that they
are feeling depressed and may not be willing to open up about their feelings. Offer support and
encouragement.
Listen without judgment: When your child starts to open up, hold back on criticism and offering
too much advice.
Validate feelings: Refrain from playing ”the therapist" by trying to talk about possible reasons for
their depression. Instead validate their feelings by acknowledging their sadness and pain.
As the parent of a child who was adopted, you may also want to ask yourself some additional
questions and consider how adoption might also be effecting you child's mood.

Questions to think about and help initiate conversation.











Family history: Do any birth family members have a history of depression?
Past health concerns: Has my child ever suffered from a long-term illness or disability, whether
physical or mental?
Previous issues: Were there previous difficulties at home, past placements, school, or with
friends?
History of abuse: Has my child ever been the victim of, or witness to, any violence or abuse?
Unresolved concerns about their adoption:
Do they still question why they were adopted?
Do they have questions about their birth family? ls there any missing information that they want
to know about?
Are they struggling with their identity? Are they wondering if they are more like their birth family
or their adoptive family?
Are they struggling with loyalty? Are they conﬂicted about loving their birth family but also loving you? Are they concerned about their siblings who are in different placements?
Do they believe you are truly their forever family or are they still concerned that they could move
again because it's happened before so many times?

These questions will hopefully provide some awareness and sensitivity towards the impact adoption may be having on your teen in addition to all the other symptoms listed above that may contribute to
depression
Next Steps
Talking to your teens is only the first step in helping them with depression. Treatment is also available. Often therapy and medication together are the most effective treatments.









Encourage healthy eating habits. Too often, teens eat too much junk food, which can result in
nutritional deﬁciencies that can become a risk factor for depression.
Make sure your children know how much you care about them.
Encourage participation in sports, clubs and other extracurricular activities in order to build a
strong support group of friends.
Encourage physical activity. Exercise can help your teen's physical and mental well-being.
Praise your teen's strengths and be sensitive when addressing weaknesses. Self-esteem can
be very fragile, particularly during the teenage years.
Talk with your teen and listen attentively. Let your child know that you are there and to listen
when something is wrong. Don't be discouraged if it takes some time before your child begins to
conﬁde in you.
Talk to your teen about programs involving counseling sessions with a psychotherapist, a
school psychologist or a school counselor.





Encourage music, art and writing in a journal. These can be a great help for those who aren't as
comfortable with talking.
Try to enforce an early bedtime. A study published in the Sleepjournal in January 2010 found
that adolescents with earlier bedtimes set by their parents were signiﬁcantly less likely to experience teen depression.

The treatment process may feel overwhelming and frustrating at times, but this is normal. Recovery
can be unpredictable, but don't give up. The difference between a challenge and an opportunity is often in
your perspective—you might ﬁnd that working together will help give you opportunities to get closer to
each other.

TURBULENT TEEN YEARS CAN CREATE
SPECIAL PROBLEMS FOR ADOPTED TEENS
(reprinted from our Feb 1998 newsletter)
By Mary Sue Kendrick, MA
Each new stage that a child embarks upon brings change, but never so much as during the adolescent
years. Besides transformations due to puberty, there are notable changes in the way the teen sees himself and the world around him. It is a time for extremes in behavior, conflicting emotions and a natural distancing from parents.
For parents, it can be frustrating as their teenager challenges limits and boundaries as well as family values. Parents feel caught off guard, never quite knowing if their teen needs closeness or if they need to
distance themselves. When you add the lifelong issues that exist for an adopted child, it is no surprise
that parents often call Bethany for help.
How might the unique adoption issues of an adolescent influence this period of turbulence?
Who am I?
All adolescents need to answer the question of "Who am I?". To resolve this, a teenager must bring together past knowledge of what he has been, where he came from, and connect that knowledge with what
he expects to be.

For some adopted teens, this stage can bring about a heightened interest in their birth history as well as a
sense of frustration. Unlike others, these young people often do not have a clear picture of their beginnings. They may have few facts about their birth, and their birth parents' decision or circumstances.
Some adopted persons lack the physical description of their birth parents, their ethnic and medical history
as well as the talents and abilities of their birth family. If so, an important piece of their personal history is
missing -- a piece that is needed to complete their developmental task of knowing who they are.
Control

Another issue for some adopted adolescents is control. This is a potential hot spot for all teens and parents, but in the adoptive parent-child relationship, the control issue can be particularly difficult, often causing much conflict.
When we look at what control represents to the adopted person, we can more fully understand
sometimes defiant behavior. Adopted teens often feel they have had no control over past events in
lives. They are overheard saying, "Everyone tells me what to do. It reminds me that I've never had
trol of my life." For an adopted teen, these feelings can result in increased sensitivity to the issue of
trol which may result in defying authority figures.

their
their
concon-

Being different

A third issue which can be sensitive for some adopted teens is their feeling of being different. They are
aware that their physical characteristics are different from other family members. They will go to great
lengths to fit into a peer group as they strive to belong, to be accepted, to be like everyone else.
The issue of control may always be a challenge for parents of a teenager. Parents need to examine their
own fears regarding losing control. Mutually agreed upon limits give the teen a sense of choice and control. Statements such as "it's your decision" and "the choice is yours" sends a message that they can be
in control of some aspects of their lives.
A sense of connectedness
Finally, a parent can provide their teenager a sense of connectedness even though his behavior shows he
is trying to distance himself. Teens need to have permission to pull away in certain areas, such as their
choice to spend time with friends rather than family. Parents should also respect their increased desire
for privacy. There may be a feeling that the teenager comes "in and out" of the family. Let your teen
know this is normal and you are there for him.
Embracing the differences your child brings into the family acknowledges that there are differences between all family members but each is a valuable member. For example, an adopted teen's musical ability
may far exceed the ability of the adoptive parents. Acknowledge that your teen's musical ability is an asset. This genetic ability was something that you could not provide but nevertheless has enriched your
family.
It is helpful for adoptive parents to remember that these issues are common to all teenagers, but for
adopted teens, they can be intensified. Parents can play a supportive role by understanding the impact
these issues have on their teenager's behavior.
Adoptive parents can also become an advocate for their teen by seeking the birth history and background
information of their child to provide some answers to their questions.
Adolescence is a period of transition. Transition is not permanent but rather a fluid period from childhood
to adulthood -- a time of growth and challenge for both parent and child. It doesn't last forever, it just feels
like it does! Your teen may have some additional adoption baggage, but with understanding and commitment, you and your child can stand firm together during the turbulence of this journey.

Jacob (14) is an ener getic boy who enjoys skateboar ding and football. This handsome young man can be shy at first, but as he becomes
more comfortable around new people, his personality shines as bright as
the sun. It is very important to Jacob that he and his siblings stay together as a family.
Selena (13) is a young lady who has a smile as big as her per sonality. Selena is quick to open up to people about her love of animals and
Justin Beiber. She hopes that one day she will be able to have a pet giraffe.
Jiles (11) is a bashful boy who has a ver y cr eative imagination and a
warm heart. Once Jiles begins to open up, he can be very silly and loves
to make people laugh. When asked what he would like people to know
about him, he responded, “I’m cool”.
This sibling group of three is looking for a family that will give them
the structure, love, and security that will bring them closer as a family.
It is also important for them to continue contact with their biological
family.
All families will be considered for Jacob, Selena, and Jiles. They are not
yet legally free for adoption.

For more information please contact,
Amanda Deisroth, Catholic Social Services, Hazleton
570-455-1521

Together as Adoptive Parents Inc.
478 Moyer Road
Harleysville, PA 19438-2302

